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a dramatic moment, even if this is a common (and overused) way to keep the reader
interested in what happens next. In some novels or stories, a long aftermath to a
moment of dramatic tension makes perfect sense because the focus is really on how
the characters react to a revelation, a new piece of information, or a confrontation.
For example, in Tamas Dobozy’s memorable short story “The Beautician,” the
narrator reveals a damning secret to Ilona, the mother of his girlfriend, Eva, that
involves Hollo, a person with whom the mother has had conflicts. Although the
narrator’s motivations are complex, he is basically trying to win over Ilona. Instead
of ending after the narrator divulges this information, Dobozy extends the scene
so that we see the narrator alone with Eva, and how the divulging of the secret
weakens the relationship in unexpected ways. If the story was only about Hollo’s
past or how his secret is received by the community, Dobozy could have ended the
scene earlier. But the story is more about how holding on to and releasing the secret
impacts the narrator.
Lingering in a scene takes more skill, generally, than a quick cut—and that skill
may need to include excellent characterization. Why? For the simple reason that
the material must be interesting over a longer reading time, and during this period
the reader has more time to think through the implications (and logic) of what you
have presented to them. A more intense commitment to character tends to give you
more time because the reader is not just invested in what happens but in observing
the character.
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Action scenes
are no easier to
linger in than, for
example, dinner
conversations.

